Figure S3a (Event A)

20001129103547240 tactmod h=19.5 ± 3.7 km
Figure S3b (Event B)

20001206184026044 tactmod h= 9.8 ± 0.9 km
Figure S3d (Event D)
Figure S3 (Event E)

20080716101200620 tactmod h=23.7 ± 1.1 km
20090728121315710 tactmod h = 23.4 ± 1.3 km
20120411092157444 tactmod h=15.7 ± 0.6 km
Figure S3i (Event I)
20130712075917004 tactmod h=16.1 ± 1.6 km
\[ \ln \left( \frac{V_{R_{\text{max}}}}{V_R} \right) \]

20141213154731423  tactmod h=16.8 ± 0.9 km

Figure S3k (Event K)
Figure S3 (Event L)

20140831030657111 tactmod h=12.0 ± 1.2 km
Figure S3

20140831122458258 tactmod h = 16.5 ± 1.9 km
Figure S3n (Event N)

20141021100365833 tactmod h = 12.7 ± 1.5 km
\[ \ln \left( \frac{V_{R_{\text{max}}}}{V_R} \right) \]

Figure S3o (Event O)

20141023163023968 tactmod $h=13.5 \pm 1.0$ km